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Article Info  A dispenser is a household appliance that is used by almost every 
Indonesian citizen, a dispenser is a household appliance that functions 
as a container for gallons of water to refill. Because water is a very 
promising need, the water refill gallon business is very rapidly 
developing, both water depot owners or consumers sometimes cannot 
know when the gallon water runs out unless they see it directly, 
sometimes due to dense activity so they cannot monitor repeatedly 
when the water is gallon. it ran out so research was carried out on the 
manufacture of automatic dispensers. To carry out the automation 
process, it is assisted by a microcontroller device called Wemos D1, 
besides that there are two sensors as sending messages, namely the 
ultrasonic sensor and the infrared tcrt 5500 sensor with the help of an 
Android-based application so that water notifications run out on the 
smartphone. In addition, to calculate the messages sent through the 
sensor, the fuzzy logic method is used. After testing in this study, the 
ultrasonic sensor sends a message for water conditions in gallons and 
has a vulnerable value (0 - 40) 0 is a full gallon and 40 is an exhausted 
gallon. While the infrared tcrt 5500 sensor sends a message for gallon 
conditions and has a vulnerable value (100-1000) 100 is the value of 
gallons installed (GTS) and 1000 is the value of gallons not installed 
(GTT), it can be concluded that the applied method can determine the 
water condition used up and the condition of the gallon that is not 
installed and the accuracy obtained is 98%. 
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1. Introduction  
 The need for more gallons of water in a company depends on the number of employees, the 
number of rooms and the number of floors in a building. This makes it difficult for the logistics 
procurement department to detect the volume of water in gallons. Not only in terms of detecting the 
need for drinking water in a company but also currently ordering gallon water is still done manually 
and also making bookkeeping reports between the water depot business owner and the logistics 
procurement department at the company still manually. Therefore, a monitoring system for the use of 
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gallon water is needed in each room for each room that is directly connected to the drinking water depot 
business. 
 So that when the volume of gallons of water in each room runs out, it will immediately send 
information to the drinking water depot business notifying that the water in the gallon in a room has run 
out, so it must be refilled and immediately delivered the new gallon of water by the drinking water 
depot business owner to the department. logistics Information Technology Study Program. When the 
water gallon has run out, the water gallon will send information to the logistics department to inform 
which room the water gallon has run out so that the logistics department quickly replaces it with a new 
water gallon. 
  
2. Research Method   
2.1 System Analysis  
 This research was conducted to build an automatic dispenser system using the ultrasonic proximity 
sensor SRF04, infrared sensor TCRT 5000, WIFI and WEMOS D1. The detection results can also be 
seen through an Android Smartphone with the aim of ordering gallons of water automatically and can 
detect gallons of water in each room and make it easier for logistics employees to monitor gallons of 




Figure 1. System Architecture 
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In this study using fuzzy Sugeno, the process that occurs in the automatic dispenser system for 
ordering gallon water using WEMOS D1 is to take input data from the Infrared sensor and ultrasonic 
sensor which is set to receive data in the form of detection of gallon water volume obtained from the 
infrared sensor and receive information data. status of gallons of water to notify that the gallons of water 
that have run out have been replaced or have not been replaced with new gallons of water from the 
ultrasonic sensor. The received input data is sent to WEMOS D1 for processing as needed. After being 
processed by WEMOS D1, then the input data that has been processed is sent through the access point 
as a liaison to WEMOS D1, then the access point sends data packets via the internet to receive sensor 
data that will be received by the smartphone as output. 
Table 1. Infrense Fuzzy Logic 
                       Ultrasonik 
Infrared Full (F) Half (H) Finished (Fi) 
Gallon Installed (GI) Full Full Finished 
Imperfect Installed Gallon 
(IIG) 
Half Half Finished 
Gallon Not Installed (GNI) Half Half Finished 
 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
 System testing is done by simulation where the tool will be installed in the dispenser and will 
be filled with water according to the volume of water and the condition of the gallon. The dispenser 












(a)                               (b) 
 
Figure 1. (a) Gallon Pictures, (b) Sensor Image 
  
 The data sent is a decimal number that has a range from 0 to 50 and produces the value of the 
volume of water on Android with the criteria of 100%, 75% is full water, 50% is half water and 20% is 
almost finished water. The data sent is a decimal number that has a range from 0 to 600 and produces a 
gallon condition value on android with the criteria 0-200 gallon conditions installed, 200-400 gallon 
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Figure 2. (a) Figure Value on Arduino, (b) Image Value on App 
 
Testing the automatic dispenser system for ordering gallon water using Wemos D1 was carried 
out within 7 days using 2 different gallons. The test results can be seen in the table below: 
Table 2. Testing of gallon water orders within 7 days 
NO 
Waktu Dispenser Space 1 Dispenser Space 2 
Date / 
Day 
Order Status Amount Time Order Status Amount Time 
1 Friday/ 
 22-01-2021 
Not Ordered yet 
0 0 Not Ordered yet 0 0 
2 Saturday/ 
 23-01-2021 
Place an Order 1 10.30 Not Ordered yet 0 0 
3 Sunday/ 24-
01-2021 
Not Ordered yet 0 0 Place an Order 1 13.25 
4 Monday/ 
 25-01-2021 
Not Ordered yet 0 0 Not Ordered yet 0 0 
5 Tuesday/ 26-
01-2021 
Place an Order 2 12.05 Not Ordered yet 0 0 
6 Wednesday /  
27-01-2021 
Not Ordered yet 0 0 Place an Order 1 15.00 
7 Thursday /  
28-01-2021 
Not Ordered yet 0 0 Not Ordered yet 0 0 
 
Based on the results of tests that have been carried out on the automatic dispenser system for ordering 
gallon water using WEMOS D1 using the fuzzy logic method, it can be obtained that ordering data from 
dispenser 1 makes an order of 3 gallons of water within 7 days, while dispenser 2 places an order of 2 
waters. gallons within 7 days. The following test results can be seen in the table below: 
Table 3. The test results of ordering a 1 gallon water dispenser 
NO Dispenser Space 1 
Order Status Date / Day Amount Time 
1 Place an Order Sabtu / 23-01-2021 1 10.30 
2 Place an Order Selasa / 26-01-2021 2 12.05 
 
Table 4. The test results of ordering a 2 gallon water dispenser 
NO Dispenser Space 2 
Order Status Date / Day Amount Time 
1 Place an Order Minggu / 24-01-2021 1 13.25 
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2 Place an Order Rabu / 27-01-2021 1 15.00 
 
4. Conclusions 
 In this study, the volume of water has three conditions where when 19 liters – 14 liters of water volume 
are in full condition, 9 liters of water volume is in a half condition and 4 liters – 1 liter of water volume 
is in an exhausted condition, a notification will appear on the android application to order water. 
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